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present. For these reasons, the court adopts
the modified jurisdiction test.'

[2] The court determines, without hesita
tion, that Turbo Tek has the continuous and
systematic contacts with North Carolina
necessary to support general jurisdiction and
thus venue. In the last year" Turbo Tek has
sold in North Carolina 30,570 of its pressure
washers, 24,720 bottles of soft suds, 7,164
bottles of hard suds, 81,678 bottles of explod
ing wax, and 864 unspecified products.
North Carolina accounts for 3.6% if Turbo
Tek's total sales, yielding Turbo Tek over
$300,000.00 in the last year. Turbo Tek
transports these goods directly from its fa
cilities in California to its customers in
North Carolina. In addition, Turbo Tek has
a sales representative who permanentlyre
sides in North Carolina and solicits sales
throughout the state. Turbo Tek's Vice

'The Fourth Circuit has not explicitly ad
dressed the proper test for determining "doing
business" venue. The two Fourth Circuit cases
mentioning "doing business" venue have merely
recited the contacts with the forum and then
concluded that venue isproper. See In Re Ralston
Purina Co.. 726 F.2d 1002, 1003 (4th Cir. 1984)
(recitescontactsand then merely states that "Pur
ina 'is doing business' under 28 U.S.C.
§1391 (c)"); Du-Al Corp. v,Rudolph Beaver, Inc.,
540F.2d 1230,1231,1233(4thCir.1976)(recites
contactsthen merelystates that "collectively these
activities constituted 'doing business'").. Argu
ably, by explaining that the contacts satisfied
personal jurisdiction and then concluding that
these same contacts amounted to "doing busi
ness",Du-AI equates venueand personal jurisdic
tion.A few caseshaveinterpreted Du-Al as equat
ing venue and personal jurisdiction. See e.g,
Precision Rubber Products v. George McCarthy,
Inc., 605 F.Supp. 473, 477 (M.D.Tenn. 1984).
1985); Witzel v. Chartered Systems Corp. of
N.Y.. 490 F.Supp. 343, 348 (D.Minn. 1980). See
also Note, 65 Tex.L.Rev. at n.57 and accompany
ing text (interprets Du-Al as equating venue and
personal jurisdiction). Yet, a recent case states
that Du-Al "might be said to have adopted this
view [i.e, the jurisdiction test] ... although less
clearly... and withlessdiscussion [than the other
cases adopting the view]." Maybelline Co.; 813
F.2d at n.5 [2 USPQ2d at 1127 n.5] (emphasis
added). Moreover, Du-Al was decided before the
Supreme Court, in Leroy, expressed that venue
statutes are designed to protect the defendant
from an inconvenient forum. In sum, given the
inexplicitness of Du-Al, the conflicting interpreta
tionsof Du-Al by other courts,and the fact Du-Al
was decided before Leroy, this court may appro
priately attempt to refine the "doing business"
standard in the this circuit. As such, the court
herein adopts the modified jurisdiction test. The
court notes, however, that venue is.proper in the
instant case under either the jurisdiction or the
modified jurisdiction test.

President has, on at least one occasion, vis
ited customers within North Carolina. Fur
thermore, Turbo Tek has run television ad
vertisements on seventeen local television
stations in North Carolina. Finally, Turbo
Tek 'operates a mail order business, under
the name Distribution Systems Internation
al, that has received and honored mail orders
from North Carolinians. The court, accord
ingly, concludes that under the modified ju
risdiction test Turbo Tek is "doing business"
in North Carolina, thereby establishing ven
ue under §1391(c).'

CONCLUSION

The court concludes that plaintiff com
plied with Fed.R.Civ.P. 4(c)(2)(C)(ii) in
personally serving defendant, outside the fo
rum state, with notice of this action. The
court further concludes that defendant is
"doing business" in North Carolina and thus
venue is proper under 28 U.S.C. §1391(c).
The court, accordingly, denies defendant's
motion to dismiss.
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PATENTS

1. Patentability/Validity - Obviousness 
Evidence of (§115.0903)

Patent and Trademark Office improperly
rejected claimed invention for obviousness
since nothing in cited references, either alone
or in combination, suggests or teaches
claimed invention, since there is consequent
ly no support for PTO's conclusion that sub
stitution of one type of detector for another
in prior art system, resulting in claimed in
vention, would have been obvious, and since
PTO therefore failed to satisfy its burden of
establishing prima facie case of obviousness
by showing some objective teaching or gener-

I Becasue the court finds venue proper under
§1391(c), it will not address whether the claims
herein arose in North Carolina. See 28 U.S.C.
§1391(b).
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Background

ences of the United States Patent and Trade-
.mark Office (Board). affirming the rejection.
of certain claims of his application, Serial:
No. 512,374, and concluding that his inven
tion would have been obvious to one of ordi
nary skill in the art and was therefore unpa
tentableunder 35 U.S.C. §103.We reverse.

ally available knowledge that would lead one
skilled in art to combine teachings of existing
references,

2. Patentability/Validity - Obviousness 
In general (§115.0901)

Obviousness is tested by what combined
teachings of prior art references would have
suggested to those of ordinary skill in art, not
by whether particular combination of ele
ments from such references might have been A. The Invention.
"obvious to try." . The invention claimed is a system for

• . • . . ~ detecting and measuring minute quantities
3. Pat,:ntablhty/Vahdlty - Obviousness - of nitrogen compounds. According to Fine,

EVidence of (§115.0903) the system has the ability to detect the pres-
patent and Trademark Office erred, in ence of nitrogen compounds in quantities as

rejecting as obvious system for detecting and minute as one part in one billion, and is an
measuring minute quantities of nitrogen effective means. to detect drugs and explo
compounds, by failing to recognize that ap- _sives, which emanate nitrogen compound va
pealed claims can be distinguished over com- pors even when they are concealed in lug
bination of prior art references, in view of -~gage and closed containers.
evidence demonstrating that prior art does The claimed invention has three major
not teach claimed temperature range, de- components: (I) a gas chromatograph which
fpite some overlap o.f preferred temperature separates a gaseous sample into its constitu
ranges. for claimed mvention and prior art, ent parts; (2) a converter which converts the
since purposes of preferred temperature nitrogen compound eflluent output of the
ranges are different and overlap is mere chromatograph into nitric oxide in a hot,
happenstance. oxygen-rich environment; and (3) a detector

. -: ... . •• ; . • for measuring the level of nitric oxide. The
4. Patentablhty/Vahdlty - Obvlousness - claimed invention's sensitivity is achieved by

In general (§115.0901) combining nitric oxide with ozone to produce
Dependent.claims are non-obvious under nitrogen dioxide which concurrently causes a

35 USC 103 if claims from which they de- detectable luminescence. The luminescence,
pend are non-obvious. which is measured by a visual detector,

shows the levelof nitric oxide which in turn is
a measure of nitrogen compounds found in
the sample. . ..

The appealed claims were rejected by the
Patent and Trademark Office (PTO) under 
35U.S.C. §103. Claims 60, 63, 77 and 80
were rejected as unpatentable over Eads,
Patent No. 3,650,696 (Eads) in view of War
nick, et al., Patent No. 3,746,513 (Warnick).
Claims 62, 68, 69, 79, 85 and 86 were reject
ed as unpatentable over Eads and Warnick
in view of Glass, et al., Patent No. 3,207,585
(Glass], -
B. The Prior Art.

LEads Patent.
Eads discloses a method for separating,

identifying and quantitatively monitoring
sulfur compounds. The Eads system is used
primarily in "air pollution control work in
the scientific characterization of odors from
sulfur compounds." ..• '..'

The problem addressed by Eads is the
tendency of sulfur compounds "to adhere to
or react with the surface materials of the
sampling and analytical equipment, and/or
react with the liquid or gaseous materials in
the equipment." Because of this, the accura-

Lee E. Barrett, associate solicitor, Arlington,
Va., (Joseph F. Nakamura, solicitor, and
Fred E. McKelvey, deputy solicitor, with
him on the brief) for appellee.

BeforeFri~dman, Smith, and Mayer, circuit
judges.

Mayer, J.

Morris Relson and Darby & Darby, New
York, N.Y.,. (Beverly B. Goodwin with
them on the brief) for appellant.

David H. Fine appeals from a decision of
the Board of Patent Appeals and Interfer-

Appeal from the U.S. Patent and Trade
mark Office Board of Patent Appealsand,
Interferences.

Application for patent by David H. Fine,
Serial No. 512,374. From decision of Board
of Patent Appeals and Interferences affirm
ing .rejection of application, applicant ap
peals. Reversed; Smith, circuit judge, disc
senting with opinion.
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cy of measurement is impaired. To solve the
problem, the Eads system. collects an air
sample containing sulfur compounds in a
sulfur-free methanol solution. The liquid is
inserted into a gas chromatograph which
separates the various sulfur compounds. The
compounds are next sent through a pyrolysis
furnace where they are oxidized to form
sulfur dioxide. Finally, the sulfur dioxide
passes through a measuring device called a
microcoulometer which uses titration cells to
calculate the concentration of sulfur com
pounds in the sample.

2. Warnick Patent.
Warnick is directed to a means for detect

ing the quantity of pollutants in the atmo
sphere. By measuring the chemilumines
cence of the reaction between nitric oxide
and ozone, the Warnick device can detect the
concentration of nitric oxide in a sample
gaseous mixture.

Warnick calls for "continuously flowing"
a sample gaseous mixture and a reactant
containing ozone into a reaction chamber.
The chemiluminescence from the resulting
reaction is transmitted through a light-trans
mitting element to produce continuous
readouts of the total amount of nitric oxide
present in the sample.

3. Glass Patent.
The invention disclosed in Glass is a device

for "completely burning a measured amount
of a substance and analyzing the combustion
products." A fixed amount of a liquid petro
leum sample and oxygen are supplied to a
flame. The flame is then spark-ignited, caus
ing the sample to burn. The resulting com
bustion products are then collected and mea
sured, and from this measurement the
hydrogen concentration in the sample is
computed.
C. The Rejection.

The Examiner rejected claims 60, 63, 77
and 80 because "substitution of the [nitric
oxide] detector of Warnick for the sulfur
detector of Eads would be an obvious consid
eration if interested in nitrogen compounds,
and would yield the claimed invention." He
further asserted' that "Eads teaches the
[claimed] combination of chromatograph,
combustion, and detection, in that order....
Substitution of detectors to measure any
component of interest is well within the skill
ofthe art." In rejecting claims 62, 68 69, 79,
85 and 86, the Examiner said, "Glass et al.
teach a flame conversion means followed by
a detector, and substitution of the flame
conversion means of Glass et al. for the
furnace of Eads would be an obvious equiv
alent and would yield the claimed inven
tion." The Board affirmed the Examiner's
rejection.

Discussion

A. Standard ofReview.
Obviousness under 35 U.S.C. §103 is" 'a

legal conclusion based on factual evi
dence.' " Stratoflex, Inc. v, Aeroquip Corp.,
713 F.2d 1530, F.2d 1530, 1535,218 USPQ
871, 876 (Fed. Cir. 1983) (quoting Steven
son v.iInt'l Trade Comm'n, 612 F.2d 546,
549, 204 USPQ 276, 279 (CCPA 1979».
Therefore, an obviousness determination is
not reviewed under the clearly erroneous
standard applicable to fact findings, Rayth
eon Co. v. Roper Corp., 724 F.2d 951, 956,
220 USPQ 592, 596 (Fed. Cir. 1983); it is
"reviewed for correctness or error as a mat- .
ter of law." In re De Blauwe, 736 F.2d 699,
703,222 USPQ 191, 195 (Fed. Cir. 1984).

To reach a proper conclusion under §103,
the decisionmaker must step backward in
time and into the shoes worn by [a person
having ordinary skill in the art] when the
invention was unknown and just before it
was made. In light of all the evidence, the
decisionmaker must then determine
whether ... the claimed invention as a
whole would have been obvious at that
time to that person. 35 U.S.C. §103. The
answer to that question partakes more of
the nature of law than of fact, for it is an
ultimate conclusion based on a foundation
formed of all the probative facts.

Panduit Corp. V. Dennison Mfg. Co., 810
F.2d 1561, 1566, 1 USPQ2d 1593, 1595-96
(Fed. Cir. 1987).
B. Prima Facie Obviousness.

Fine says the PTO has not established a
primafacie case of obviousness. He contends
the references applied by the Board and
Examiner were improperly combined,using
hindsight reconstruction, without evidence to
support the combination and in the face of
contrary teachings in the prior art. He ar
gues that the appealed claims were rejected
because the PTO thought it would have been
"obvious to try" the claimed invention, an
unacceptable basis for rejection.

[1] We agree. The PTO has the burden
under section 103 to establish a prima facie
case of obviousness. See In re Piasecki, 745
F.2d 1468, 1471-72,223 USPQ 785, 787-87
(Fed. Cir. 1984). It can satisfy this burden
only by showing some objective teaching in
the prior art or that knowledge generally
available to one of ordinary skill in the art
would lead that individual to combine the
relevant teachings of the references. In re
Lalu, 747 F.2d 703, 705, 223 USPQ 1257,
1258 (Fed. Cir. 1984); see also Ashland Oil.
Inc. V. Delta Resins & Refractories. Inc .•
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• The Solicitor argues that the contents of
Attachment C of Fine's hrief were not before the
Board and may not properly be considered here.
However, weneednot relyonAttachmentC. It is
merely illustrative of the qualitative separation of
nitrogen compounds which occurs in Fine's sys
tem..The fact that the various constituents exit at
discrete intervals is shown by the specification
which was before the Boardandwhich mayappro
priately be considered on appeal. See, e.g.. Astra
Sjlico, A.B.v. United States Int'l Trade Comm'n,
629 F.2d 682, 686, 207 USPQ I, 5 (CCPA 1980)
(claims must be construed in light : of
specification).

~
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776 F.2d 281, 297 n.24, 227 USPQ 657, 667 tinuous readouts" of the amount of nitric
n.24 (Fed. Cir. 1985); ACS Hasp. Sys., Inc. oxide in the sample. The other words, -it
v. Montefiore Hosp., 732 F.2d 1572, 1577, contemplates measuring the total amount of
221 USPQ 929, 933 (Fed. Cir. 1984). This it nitric oxide in a continuously flowing gas-
has not done. The Board points to nothing in eous mixture of unseparated. nitrogen con
the cited references, either alone or in combi- stituents. By contrast, in Fine each nitrogen
nation, . suggesting or teaching Fine's compound constituent of the gaseous sample
invention. is retained in the Chromatograph for. an

'The primary basis for the Board's.affir- i~dividual !ime period so that ea;h exits in
mance of the Examiner's rejection was that discrete, time-separated pulses. By th~s
it would have been obvious to substitute the process, ~ach c~n.st1tl~ent :nay be both identi
Warnick nitric oxide detector for the Eads fied by Its posItIOn. in-time sequence, and
sulfur dioxide detector in the Eads system. measured. The clall~led system, therefore,
The Board reiterated the Examiner's bald diverges from ":'arnlck and teaches advan
assertion that "substitution of one type.of tages not app~eclated or ~ontemplated by It.
detector for another in the system of Eads ~ecause neither Warmck nor Ea~s, alo~e
would have been within the skill of the art" or in combination, suggests the claimed m
but neither of them offered any support f~r ventio~, tfe Board. erred in. affirming the
or explanation of thisconclusion Examiner s conclusion that It would have

. . . :. been obvious to substitute the Warnick nitric
Eads IS limited to the analysis of sulfur oxide detector for the Eads sulfur dioxide

· compounds. The par~lcular problem. !1d- detector in the Eads system. ACS Hasp.
dressed there IS the difficulty of obtaining Sys., 732 F.2d at 1575-77, 221 USPQ at
precise measurements of sulfur coJ!lP~:lUnds 931-33. The Eads and Warnick references

· becaus~ of the tend~ncy of sulfu~ dioxide ~o disclose, at most, that one skilled in the art
adhereto or react ':"It~ the sampling anal~lc might find it obvious to try the claimed

·7qUlpment.or the liquid or gas~ous materials invention. But whether a particular combina-
· in.the;~qulpment. It solves this problem ~y tion might be "obvious to try" is not a legiti
suggesting that the gaseous sample ~ontam- mate test of patentability. In re Geiger, 815
mg sulfur compounds be abs?rbed m~o sul- F.2d 868, 688, 2 USPQ1d 1276, 1278 (Fed.

I . f~r-free methanol and then inserted mto a Cir, 1987); In re Goodwin,' 576 F.2d 375,
gas chromatograph.to separate the sulfur 377,198 USPQ 1,3 (CCPA 1978).
compoun~s. .: .' [2) Obviousness is tested by "what the

There IS no s~ggest!on m. ~ds, whl~h combined teachings of the references would
focuses on the umque difficulties inherent m have suggested to those of ordinary skill in
the measurement of sulfur, to. use that ar- the art." In re Keller, 642 F.2d 413, 425, 208
rangement to detectnitrogen compounds, In USPQ 871, 881 (CCPA 1981). But it "Can
fact, Ea~s says that the presence of mt.rogen not be established by combining the teach
IS un~esJr.able because the con~entratlon of ings of the prior "art to produce the claimed
the tltra~lOn cell components in the sul~ur invention, absent soine teaching or sugges
detector IS adversely affected by substantial tion supporting the combination." ACS
amou!1t~ of nitrogen coml?ounds in the sam- Hasp. Sys., 732 F.2d at 1577,221 USPQ at
pie. So, instead of suggestmg that the system 933. And "teachings of references can be
be!1sed to detect nitrogen compoun?s, Eads combined only if there is some suggestion or
deh~erately seeks to aVOId ~he~;. Itw3;rns incentive to do so." Id. Here, the prior art
agamst rather than teaches Fine s invention, contains none.
See W. L. Gore & Assoc. v. Garlock. Inc., Instead, the Examiner relies on hindsight
721 F.2~ 1540, 1550, 220 USPQ 3.03, 311 in reaching his obviousness determination.
(Fed. Cir. 1983) (error to find obviousness .
where references "diverge from and teach
away from the invention at hand"). In the
face of this, one skilled in the art would not
be expected to combine a nitrogen-related
detector with the Eads system. Accordingly,
there is no suggestion to combine Eads and
Warnick. .

.Likewise, the teachings of Warnick are
inconsistent with the claimed invention, to
some extent. The Warnick claims are direct
ed toa gas stream from engine exhaust
"continuously flowing the gaseous mixtures
into the reaction chamber" to obtain "con-
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But this court has said, "To imbue one of
ordinary skill in the art with knowledge of
the invention in suit, when no prior art refer
ence or references of record conveyor sug
gest that knowledge, is to fall victim to the
insidious effect of a hindsight syndrome
wherein that which only the inventor taught
is used against its teacher." W.L. Gore, 721
F.2d at 1553, 220 USPQ at 312-13. It is
essential that "the decisionmaker forget
what he or she has been taught at trial about
the claimed invention and cast the mind back
to the time the invention was made ... to
occupy the mind of one skilled in the art who
is presented only with the references, and
who is normally guided by the then-accepted
wisdom in the art." Id. One cannot use
hindsight reconstruction to pick and choose
among isolated disclosures in the prior art to
deprecate the claimed invention.
C. Advantage Not Appreciated by the Prior
Art. .

[3] The Board erred not only in improper
ly combining the Eads and Warnick refer
ences but also in failing to appreciate that
the appealed claims can be distinguished
over that combination. A material limitation
of the claimed system is that the conversion
to nitric oxide occur in the range of 6000C to
1700'C. The purpose of this limitation is to
prevent nitrogen from other sources, such as
the air, from being converted to nitric oxide
and thereby distorting the measurement of
nitric oxide derived from the nitrogen com
pounds of the sample.
. The. claimed nitric oxide conversion tem

perature is not disclosed in Warnick. Al
though Eads describes a preferred tempera
ture of 675'C to 725'C, the purpose of this
range is different from that of Fine. Eads
requires the 675'C to 725'C range because it
affords a temperature low enough to avoid
formation of unwanted sulfur trioxide, yet
high enough to avoid formation of unwanted
sulfides. Fine's temperature range, in con
trast, does not seek to avoid the formation of
sulfur compounds or even nitrogen com
pounds. It enables the system to break down
the nitrogen compounds of the sample while
avoiding the destruction of background ni
trogen gas. There is a partial overlap, of
course, but this is mere happenstance. Be
cause the purposes of the two temperature

. ranges are entirely unrelated, Eads does not
teach use of the claimed range. See In re
Geiger, 815 F.2d at 688, 2 USPQ2d at 1278.
The Board erred by concluding otherwise.
D. Unexpected Results.

Because we reverse for failure to establish
a prima facie case of obviousness, we need
not reach Fine's contention that the Board

failed to accord proper weight to the objec
tive evidence of unexpected superior results.
Id.
E. The "Flame" Claims.

[4) Claims 62, 68, 69, 79, 85 and 86 relate
to the oxygen-richflame conversionmeans of
the claimed invention. These "flame" claims
depend from either apparatus claim 60 or
method claim 77. Dependent claims are non
obvious under section 103 if the independent
claims from which they depend are nonob
vious. Hartness Int'l; Inc. v, Simplimatic
Eng'g Co., 819 F.2d 1100, 1108, 2 USPQ2d
1826, 1831 (Fed. Cir. 1987); In re Abele,
684 F.2d 902, 910, 214 USPQ 682, 689
(CCPA 1982); see also In re Sernaker, 702·
F.2d 989, 991, 217 USPQ I, 3 (Fed. Cir.
1983). In view of our conclusion that claims
60 and 77 are nonobvious, the dependent
"flame" claims are also patentable.

Conclusion

The Board's decision affirming the Exam
iner's rejection of claims 60, 62, 63, 68, 69,
77,79,80,85 and 86 of Fine's application as
unpatentable over the prior art under 35
U.S.C. §103 is REVERSED..

Smith, circuit judge, dissenting.

I respectfully dissent. I am of the firm
belief that' the prior art references, relied
upon by the PTa to establish its prima facie
case of obviousness, in combination teach
and suggest Fine's invention to one skilled in
the art. Also, I firmly believe that Fine failed
to rebut the PTa's prima facie case. On this
basis, I would affirm the board's determina
tion sustaining the examiner's rejection, pur
suant to 35 U.S.C. §103, of Fine's claims on
appeal before this court. .

,.
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